Seattle Public Utilities deploys Systems Integrated onSITE © version 8.0
SCADA Control System
Come visit Systems Integrated at the AWWA show in Anaheim June 8-10, booth
448 to learn more
Orange, California – June 2, 2105 – Systems Integrated, a company specializing in integrating complex
networking, wireless and control systems in Water, Energy and Transportation, today announced the
completion of the successful upgrade of Seattle Public Utilities Water Transmission & Distribution
SCADA system to onSITE 8.0. This system controls the transmission and distribution of water
throughout the greater Seattle metropolitan region. onSITE © is a complete SCADA software solution
compatible with all major brands of PLCs, RTUs, communication methodologies and topologies. The
onSITE © 8.0 release is fully virtualized and is one of the only SCADA software solutions that operate on
either a Linux based or Windows server based operating system. The onSITE © 8.0 includes additional
visualization methodologies including both client based as well as web based clients. The onSITE © 8.0
also supports native connections to the OSI PI database, provides a solution that is both distributed and
redundant, and meets NERC CIP revision 5 security compliance.
“Systems Integrated just completed a major upgrade of our SCADA system for control and monitoring of
the potable water system”, said Bob Keenan, SCADA Manager, Seattle Public Utilities. “The system
consists of a main Operations Control Center, a backup North Operations Center and 120 PLC control
panels connected via wired wide area telecommunications network. Systems Integrated was responsible
for the system design, engineering, PLC panel manufacturing, installation and start-up for the system.
Once we completed the SCADA system hardware upgrade we installed the onSITE © version 8.0 release
and it has performed flawlessly”.
Systems Integrated continues to enhance our core onSITE © SCADA software platform to provide our
customers with a powerful and stable system that can be continuously upgraded with new features and
capabilities. “We are committed to providing a path that allows our systems to evolve incrementally
over time, says Janice Ruszczyk, onSITE © Product Manager, Systems Integrated”. “onSITE © is an
evergreen product - continually being updated to support the latest technologies while allowing reuse of
all software and hardware investments.
Come visit us at the AWWA show booth 448 to learn more and see a live demonstration of all of
onSITE©‘s capabilities.
About Systems Integrated
Systems Integrated specializes in integrating complex networking, wireless and control systems in
Water, Energy and Transportation. We also develop custom products for these markets which include
our onSITE ®SCADA software suite, SIghtVIEW SCADA integrated local HMI, UL 508A control panels &
custom NERC Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) compliant PLC control panels and Custom I/O
subsystems which eliminate product obsolescence.
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